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And this time!

All airports in the world, one plane, all lift off, the direction is straight

to Jiangshi!

Countries are shocked inexplicably!

“The blood order that has been silent for ten years in the blood prison

has appeared again! Who is so bold and offended that man!”

“Quick! Full release, the blood prison is powerful enough to destroy

the country! We can’t stop them at all!”

“Notify the gates and do not allow them to be blocked. We can’t afford

to offend a man who can command the entire underground world!”

Then, all countries issued a comprehensive notice to let all gates pass,

and it is not allowed to obstruct those lunatics!

Because they know that even if they really want to stop, they can’t stop

it!

The blood hell has ruled the underground world for ten years, and

their influence in the underground world is terrifying to the extreme!

All the dark side forces such as the drug lord warlord killer

organization, even terrorists, have bowed their heads to them, and now

the dark emperor is furious and has issued a blood order to summon

all the members of the blood prison.

If you dare to stop it, you will find your own way, and you will be

madly retaliated by the blood hell!

This night!

Countless eyes from all over the world gathered in the far east, and the

spirits of the various forces were strained to the extreme, shocked and

unbelievable.

Huaxia, what happened?

…….

And now!

In the office of a certain corps, a woman in military uniform was

immersed in the desk, correcting documents.

Plain face, heroic and brave!

She is obviously a woman, but she has a majestic aura even more

domineering than a man.

This kind of momentum was tempered by her lifelong warrior and

countless fights, even the god of war can’t match it.

Simultaneously!

She is still the only one in China who has a handsome seal!

Countless times, using iron and blood methods to suppress the

northern border, so far has accumulated more than a million enemies?

Therefore, her body has bloody odors that cannot be dissipated all the

year round, no matter how she takes a bath, there is no way to get rid

of it! The genius remembers in a second: The heroes of all parties call

him the Queen of the Bloody Phoenix!

Just because this woman is more cruel than a man, she has never left a

lifeless life wherever she goes.

And what she loves most is…

slaughter the city!

She is the existence that even the God of War has to bow his head, one

of the four major armies of China, the Nihuang Army!

At this time, Nihuang asked without raising his head :

”

What’s wrong ?” In this office, as a gust of wind passed by, I don’t

know when there were a few more figures, half kneeling in front of

Nihuang.

“Back to the military base! River City, a major event! Father-in-law were

kidnapped forest base, forest base wrath!”

“There has been little pass down the main order of blood, leading to a

global sensation! All the strong rush of blood to rush to the Chinese

prison, the number has up to people! ” ”

dragon god of war, blood and other top prison mad god strong,

regardless of blocking, forced checkpoints, stopped by key kill! all in

the first time went to River City! ” ”

military base, heavens! ”

Kacha !

The pen in that hand, even if it was in Nihuang’s hand, was broken for

life!

Then!

A strong ecstasy appeared on her face:

“Forbearance for three years, is he finally about to explode?”

“The man who claims to be the strongest man in the world is finally

coming back!”

Her body was trembling constantly, and it was difficult to hide her

excitement, because she had waited for this moment for too long.

Immediately!

She shouted violently:

“If the order continues, no one will be allowed to block the entry of

the blood prison. Those who disobey will be my enemy in the north,

and there will be no mercy!”

“Tonight, the north and the blood prison will go to Jiang City! ”

Yes!!!”

everyone yelled, and then disappeared into the office in an instant.

At this time, Nihuang’s face showed an icy smile:

“Lin Family, have you ever thought that the waste and discarded man

who was humiliated by you in every possible way and went out, has

now grown into a dragon that can swallow you?”

“The Lin Family, your retribution is coming!”
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